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Key Highlights
New FY21 Microsoft Incentives Program
for Indirect Resellers
Impacted audience
CSP Direct Bill Partners, Indirect Providers, and Indirect Resellers
On October 1, 2020 the FY21 CSP incentive programs will begin. The plan reflects adjustments for CSP Direct
Bill Partners, CSP Indirect Providers, and Indirect Resellers with extended CSP incentive rates as well as
expanded Accelerators to reward partners for driving revenue in strategic products and select markets.

FY21 Investment and incentives opportunities will be focused on customers’ needs
for cloud-based solutions:
Enable new ways of working

1

Microsoft is prioritizing their programs to reward partners for increasing organizational
productivity and transforming how teams work.
• Partners are rewarded for growing usage, increasing premium mix and driving new
customers and seats of Microsoft 365.

Facilitate partner growth

21

Microsoft is adjusting their programs to help partners differentiate and enhance offerings to
drive more value for customers. Greater incentive opportunities align with partners focused on:
• Value-add services and solutions that grow consumption and usage of cloud services.
• Growing managed services to differentiate and enhance offerings to drive more value
with customers.
• Further validating capabilities through advanced specializations or the Azure Expert
MSP program.

Accelerate customer digital transformation

3

Microsoft is rewarding partners for enabling and supporting customers’ journey to the cloud.
• Microsoft will recognize partners for staying connected with their customers and
driving exceptional customer outcomes.
• Empower customers to succeed in digital transformation while driving usage,
adding and retaining customers, and creating a foundation for sustainable growth.
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View your Partner Incentives:
aka.ms/partnerincentives

Additional resources
Review these resources to assist you with FY21 CSP incentives.
CSP Indirect Reseller incentives and Product List Addendum: Partner Incentives
For support, there are Incentives FAQs and links to relevant self-help articles available within
the Partner Center support experience.

Early Access: Perpetual software in the Cloud Solution
Provider Program
Applicable to
CSP Indirect Resellers through Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace
As Microsoft works to improve its commerce capabilities to provide customers and partners with a better
buying experience, it is expanding its offer portfolio to include the availability of perpetual software
licenses within the Cloud Solution Provider program (CSP).
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Ingram Micro Cloud, one of a group of qualified Indirect Providers and our Indirect Resellers, will be able to
sell licenses for on-premises software with customers through the CSP program. The addition of software
licenses in CSP allows participating partners to focus on offering diverse solutions and managed services. It
also empowers customers’ transitions to the cloud and gives partners the flexibility needed for customer hybrid
cloud environments.

Software license offers are currently available in 123 countries, and that availability will be
expanded to more than 60 additional emerging markets in the coming months. Ordering software
licenses for customers with a signed Microsoft Customer Agreement means customers no longer need
to sign additional licensing agreements, which accelerates order fulfillment and provides customers with
immediate access to the software they need. The fulfillment of bits and keys in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center
(MAC) further enhances the secure delivery of purchased software and allows customers to manage their
subscriptions (self-serve) at their convenience, greatly improving the customer experience.

Next Steps
Watch an introductory video announcing the availability of perpetual software licensing in CSP
Review the Partner Walkthrough of Purchasing Perpetual Software through the Cloud Marketplace
Get the full list of of product available by searching "Microsoft - Perpetual software in CSP" on Cloud
Marketplace
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Eye on Azure
A Secure Remote Workplace That Offers More
To seize the Windows Virtual Desktop opportunity, we are helping service providers move away from
transactional business models and toward developing longer-term, sustainable, recurring revenue models and
becominge strategic partners for their customers.

Explore these Azure Solution Areas for Data
Center Migration
At Ingram Micro Cloud, we deliver More-as-a-Service to help partners add value to their customers and
achieve more. With these Azure Solution Areas, we enable partners to embrace the power of the cloud with a
hybrid focus that integrates both on-premise data centers and the public cloud.

Leverage Exclusive Programs like the Azure
Migration Program
Partners can benefit from our Azure Expert MSP status and take advantage of exclusive programs, such as the
Azure Migration Program (AMP) for eligible deals.
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Modern Work
Update
How to Build a Microsoft Teams Practice with Interactive
Demo: Register Today
Join us and learn about the new enhancements that are taking place with Microsoft Teams. Discover
areas where you can build your managed services practice around Teams and secure collaboration.

Key Takeaways:
Learn How to build your Microsoft Teams Practice.
Partake in an Interactive Demo and check out the new enhancements.
Ask any burning questions you may have in your path to becoming a Microsoft Teams partner.

Learn How to Build a Teams Practice with Interactive Demo
September 16, 2020
8:00 AM PT | 11:00 AM ET | 5:00 PM CET
Register today

Enabling Microsoft Teams Governance with AvePoint
Plug Data Leaks and Reveal Shadow Users!
Are your customer’s Teams filled with “shadow users”, external guests, nested Groups, and anonymous links
that provide access to sensitive files beyond the content tagged?
There’s a tool to help you learn how to measure and prioritize exposure to sensitive content caused by
collaboration and lower it over time without having to go through thousands of lines of permissions reports – it’s
called Policies and Insights for Microsoft 365.
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Enable Teams Governance with AvePoint
September 17, 2020
10:00 AM EDT | 7:00 AM PDT | 4:00 PM CEST
Register now

Customers
• Currently using Microsoft 365 or Office 365 across Teams, Groups, Sites and OneDrive.
• Over 100+ employees.
• In regulated industries in need of proper Microsoft 365 governance. Organizations under ISO 27001,
ITAR, and GDPR.

Partners
• Who are looking to add security and enable access policies across Microsoft 365 tenants in a
contextual fashion without going through lines of permissions reports.
• Add-on Security and Governance managed services at $1/user/month.
• Who need to Comply with ISO certifications and security team audits.
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Microsoft Teams Partner Enablement Guide: Build a Remote
Work Practice in 7 Steps
Here are the steps you can take as an Ingram Micro partner to assist your customers on their cloud journeys,
with remote work and Microsoft Teams as the foundation:

Table of Contents
1

Assessing your Customer’s Needs: Pre-scope Assessment

2

Purchasing Microsoft 365 CSP Licenses through Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace

3

Provisioning Purchased Licenses through Microsoft Admin Portal

4

Admin QuickStart - Get Your customers’ Admins Ramped-up with Microsoft Teams

5

End-User Enablement - Quick Start Videos and Guide for the Basics of Teams

6

Go-to-Market Teamwork Starter Kit - Sales and Marketing Assets

7

Sweeten the Deal: Free Email and Data Migration to Microsoft 365

Open Teams Enablement Guide
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Diving into
Dynamics 365
Dynamics 365 2020 Release Wave 2 Updates
Changes are coming to Microsoft Business Applications in 2020 Release Wave 2. Learn
about the latest innovations across the Dynamics 365 stack and Power Platform. The general
availability of these updates is set for October 1, 2020. Now is the time to get up to speed on
these great new updates and features, including amazing integrations with Dynamics 365,
Microsoft 365, and Power Platform; new features to improve solution performance, user
productivity, and ease of use: more AI and machine learning capabilities; and overall, enabling
users to achieve so much more.

Wednesday, September 16, 2020
9:00 AM GMT - 12:00
Duration: 1 hour
Register now

Selling in a COVID World
If you are involved in sales in the Microsoft channel, you may already know of Mark and the Neural
Impact team. They have been working with Microsoft to craft sales and marketing strategies for
partners in the Dynamics space for several years, and they do it by bringing together expertise in
sales, marketing, and neuroscience in some fascinating ways.
As the coronavirus pandemic has spread around the globe, Mark has continued his work with
partners globally, albeit with less travel. Some of the same techniques and models of selling in a
digital world remain the same as in the pre-COVID era, but today he also emphasizes things like
selling via Teams, the importance of video at the individual seller level, and the role of new and
perhaps unconventional tools in the sales and marketing toolbox.

Selling in a COVID World
Duration: 56 minutes
Register now
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Dynamics Promotions
Take advantage of our limited time offers for Dynamics 365.

New Offer for SMB

Limited time only. Dynamics
365 Sales Professional
or Customer Service
Professional: 4 months at no
cost.

Business Ready
Enhancement Plan
(BREP) to CSP
The new BREP Break. Cut
the cords that keep you from
cloud transformation. It’s
simple:
• Convert to a monthly
payment
• Unlock the door to your
cloud version
• Transform at your own pace

45-Day Offer

Lock in 45 days free on
your Dynamics 365 SKUs.
This includes Dynamics 365
Business Central, Dynamics
365 for Sales Professional,
and Dynamics 365 for Sales
SKUs. (USA Only)

Learn More

Solution Overview
D365 Business Central Quick Start, Right Start, and Specialized Start Cloud Accounting and Operations
Solutions provide comprehensive business management, and financial solution (ERP) optimized to enable
small and mid-sized businesses to streamline processes, make smarter decisions, and accelerate growth.
Starting with a Business Central D365 license, our solution brings the implementation services, third-party ISV
solutions, and MSP-Style managed support services, delivering a cost-effective and turn-key business system
solution for the selling partner to offer to their end customers through our Cloud Marketplace.
No experience with D365 required.

How to Purchase
Work with your Ingram Micro Dynamics 365 specialist to purchase through participating Ingram Micro Cloud
Marketplaces.
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Upcoming Events
and Webinars

Join the Monthly CSP Spotlight Webinars
Register and join these live monthly webinars for the latest CSP and licensing updates available for all partners.

Who should attend?
These are specifically targeted to CSP partner sellers, including Direct Bill, Indirect Providers and Resellers.
Some content is also relevant for partner operations roles and Microsoft sellers.
Topics change monthly, and the webcasts are recorded:

CSP Spotlight (APAC),
September 8, 2020
4:00 AM GMT

CSP Spotlight (EMEA),
September 9, 2020
8:00 AM GMT

CSP Spotlight (Americas),
September 9, 2020
8:00 AM PDT

Register now

Register now
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